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ABSTRACT
A growing scholarship has discussed how datafication is grounded on algorithmic discrimination. However, these debates only marginally address how racialised classification or race categories are enforced through quantification and neglect its political and historical conceptualisation. In this work, we argue that literature partially fails to show that datafication reinforces racial profiling beyond the creation of racial categories as features. This article casts a new light on datafication by re-tracing its genealogy focusing on identification procedures in the colony and at the border. Such a genealogy foregrounds how datafication enforces racialised profiles by showing that it is part of a longer historical trajectory of modes of racialising individuals beyond algorithms and racial categories. Building on archival material, it develops this argument through two case studies. First, it focuses on the study of datafication of colonised bodies through biometrics by Francis Galton during the 19th-century. Second, it takes into account police identification procedures about unauthorised migrants, enforced by the French police at the Italian border in the 20th-century. These two cases show that although race categories as variables have been historically used to translate individuals into data, datafication processes as such also produce racialised profiles. A genealogical approach highlights continuities as well as quantitative and qualitative shifts between analogue and digital datafication. The article concludes arguing that datafication mechanisms have historically enforced legal and political measures by states in the name of science and objectivity and debates around algorithmic fairness should bring this key aspect back to the core of their critiques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Our movements, bodies and actions are objects of multiple data extraction processes, enacted both by state and private actors; or better, they are transformed into data, they are datafied. Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier coined the term "datafication" arguing that "to datafy a phenomenon is to put it in a quantified format so it can be tabulated and analysed" [63]. To be object of datafication are not the individuals as such but, rather, their bodies and conducts enacted in a certain capacity: that is, we are datafied as political subjects, as workers, as welfare recipients, as commuters, as patients, as lovers, as new-borns, as prisoners, and as border crossers. Yet, datafication is not only about translating social phenomena and people into data, it is also about crafting racialised subjects. Far from being a neutral and objective mechanism [57, 69], datafication has historically served for constructing, recording and classifying individuals through racialised profiles [28, 59, 61, 64, 77]. As a result, a burgeoning literature has stressed that datafication and algorithmic ecosystems raise questions of fairness and, thus, of discrimination across different contexts [8, 14, 17]. This is because in current debates datafication is associated with algorithmic-driven processes. Yet, this paper argues that, first, datafication per se should not be narrowed to digitalisation and thus, to algorithmic discrimination: an exclusive focus on algorithmic fairness de-historicises datafication as a recent phenomenon and conceptualises social injustices in terms of automated discrimination [16, 33]. Second, it contends that critiques of racial categories in algorithmic fairness [9, 27] should move forward by considering datafication as an historical mechanism that also reproduces racial profiling. In this paper we show that datafication has served to categorise, racialise and, thus, discriminate subjects beyond algorithmic systems and racial variables. By speaking of racialised mechanisms, we build on Alexander Wehelye’s definition of racialisation which departs from biological understanding and designates it as "a conglomerate of socio-political relations that discipline humanity into full humans, not-quite-humans, and nonhuman" [92, p. 3]. Therefore, in this paper we do not understand racialisation as narrowed to race features fixed once for all: subjects who are racialised more than others and the racialised hierarchies of subordination and labour exploitation change over time and according to the context [25].
The production of racialised subjects through datafication does not necessarily require an algorithmic process or a racial feature. For this reason, we engage in a genealogy of datafication by retracing how current datafication mechanisms are part of a longer historical trajectory of racialising individuals through categorisation and, thus, reiterating forms of injustice and oppression beyond algorithmic processes. Building on critical works that mobilise the genealogical approach as a method to examine machine learning datasets from an historical and political perspective [27, 28], we retrace a genealogy of datafication, with a focus on the colony and the border, to unveiling the racialised mechanisms of datafication. Genealogy is not synonymous with history, as it sheds light on the partial continuities as well as on the shifts and discontinuities between datafication processes in the present and in the past. Genealogy, as Michel Foucault fleshed out, is not about positing a linear historical development but, on the contrary, it consists in “disturbing what was previously considered immobile; it fragments what was thought unified”, revealing “the heterogeneity of what was imagined consistent with itself” [35, p. 147]. That is, genealogy unfolds the instability and the contingent character of power relations and, at once, the possibilities of disrupting, altering those specific configurations of power and knowledge. Therefore, a genealogical approach investigates the continuities as much as the shifts that occurred between analogue datafication, digital datafication and racial categories. In this paper we do not assume analogue and digital as in clear-cut opposition to each other. On the contrary, we stress the partial mutual imbrications between the two, as “two modes of mediations” [38, p. 229], without however downplaying the fact that “the distinction analogue/digital is the media historical and theoretical guiding difference of the second half of the 20th-century” [79]. The analogue exists when there are similarities and proportions and the digital is “the capacity to divide things and make distinctions between them” [38, p. 229].¹ The genealogy of datafication processes we retrace in this paper equips us with a critical-analytical lens for understanding our present and, more specifically, the current border regime. A genealogical approach shows that datafication intrinsically can never be fair, as it is historically rooted in discriminatory and racialising functioning.

Drawing on Ian Hacking’s “historical ontology” which investigates how kinds of people, classifications² and concepts have historically come into being, this paper argues that datafication is ultimately about making up racialised people [54].³ “What is constructed is not only a certain classification” [53, p. 27]: more than that, subjects are socially crafted as a result of datafication. The emergence of concepts and of classification systems contribute to bringing into being specific kinds of people [24]. However, “ways of classifying human beings interact with the human beings who are classified” [53, p. 31]. That is, following Ian Hacking, the point is not only about how certain kinds of subjects are produced through datafication and classification but also to grasp how these racialised subjects are the result of specific interactions with institutions, policies and laws [53, p. 27]. Indeed, each classification reflects given socio-economic rationales and desirable subjects (e.g. classifying criminals, ranking nationalities, or distinguishing between deserving and undeserving migrants). A similar point has been raised by Science and Technology Studies (STS) scholars who stress that the performativity of classification and categories depends on networks of practices; indeed, the realities generated through classification “are only real in particular networks or systems of circulation. This means, counter-intuitively, that realities are not real outside the chains of practices that perform them” [62, p. 242].

This paper re traces a genealogy of datafication by looking at the ways in which people’s mobility has been datafied in the colony and at the border before the digitalisation era. Specifically, we focus on two case studies that foreground how datafication historically has been used to produce racialised subjects as well as racialised hierarchies of mobility: the British empire profiling through biometrics and statistical methods in the colony and police identification practices at the French-Italian border. The reason why we focus on the colony and the border is because these are contexts where the production of racialised profiles through datafication emerges blatantly. In the colonies datafication through biometrics has been used since the very beginning for creating racialised profiles of perception and risk [82]. The border is the site per excellence at which datafication is enacted by state authorities to identify people and to multiply hierarchies of (un)desired mobility. In addition to this, our twofold focus on the British colonies and the French- Italian border is particularly indicative due to the longstanding colonial histories and legacies of France and the UK. Indeed, the act of classifying and, relatedly, racialised undesired subjects, was key in both French and British colonial and postcolonial contexts. As Simone Browne has put it, “it is at the border — territorial, epidermal, and digital— a site where certain bodies are cast out and made out of place, that a critical biometric consciousness can be forged” [16, p. 129]. In a similar vein, we suggest that the colony and the border are emblematic contexts for retracing how historically datafication has been used for producing racialised subjects through identification procedures. The socio-legal production of “migrants” and of migration categories is inherently a racialising procedure given that “ideas of ‘race’ closely and easily articulate with ideas of ‘nationhood’, racism is — and has historically been — central to the construction of the figure of ‘the migrant’” [80, p. 2]. Through such a genealogy, the paper unfolds that an exclusive attention to automated discrimination, algorithmic fairness and race categories overshadows how datafication is enshrined/incorporated in historical mechanisms for profiling and dividing populations, as well as for producing, which also discriminates.

The article builds on archival material we have collected at the National Archives in London (UK) and at the Departmental archives of Maritime Alps in Nice (France). Through a formal petition to the University College London (UCL) Library Special Collections, we asked to provide accreditation and visit The National Archives to view Galton archives. This collection contains more than 5,000
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¹This, by defining the digital in terms of making discrete units. Galloways challenges the idea artificial intelligence and computers are the essence of it: “the logic gate and the computer are merely the latest in a long stream of digital technologies that would begin with the integers, the alphabet, or even the atom, the synapse, the gene” [38, p. 29].

²Throughout the paper we use the term “classification” to encompass both scientific classifications and social science ones.

³Hacking defines historical ontology as an approach “concerned with objects or their effects which do not exist in any recognizable form until they are objects of scientific study” [54, p. 11].
items about Galton’s work on eugenics, statistics and biometrics. The Departmental Archive of Maritime Alps in Nice is public and, therefore, no special authorisation was needed. We selected these two specific case studies because Galton’s work unveils the colonial legacy of the datafication of racialised bodies and at the French-Italian border there is a longstanding history of migrant crossings and, as we illustrate, of datafication of unauthorised mobility. Far from providing an exhaustive genealogy (of datafication), first archives are based on a substantial “piecemeal partiality” [84, p. 43], as they are always the result of selective knowledge production; and it is precisely this partiality that is of interest to us, given that “archival records can be read both for what they say and for their silence” [18, p. 189]. The archival records of the French police reveal that many migrants’ passages remained undetected. Second, archives are not just repositories; rather, they are aspirations and artefacts [2]. Galton’s archive clearly highlights this point, as it does not fully correspond to what was implemented on the ground but, rather, it also showcases aspirations and scientific projects — in this case of profiling through biometrics.

The contribution of this paper is as follows: we analyse the literature on datafication and racialisation within fairness and migration which contextualise our discussion. We introduce the concept of the racialisation mechanism of datafication which exposes that critical debates should move beyond the idea that algorithmic-driven datafication or racial categories discriminate. We then expose our two archival research on British colonies and the French-Italian border. The first encounter with Galton’s collection shows how colonised bodies were datafied in the 19th-century during the birth of eugenics and biometrics. The second encounter at the French-Italian frontier’s archives unveils the making up of undesirable border crossings through datafication in the mid 20th-century, when border controls became systematic and datafication was fully incorporated in practices of mobility policing. The paper moves on by discussing what nowadays persists in datafication procedures and what has changed. It contributes to the FAccT community by illustrating the importance of situating digital datafication processes within a longer history that also considers analogue datafication. Indeed, the racialised mechanisms of datafication cannot merely be reduced to algorithmic-driven procedures nor to racial categories embedded in datasets. For this reason, a critical analysis of datafication implies moving beyond the debate on debiasing algorithms and scrutinising how datafication mechanisms are used for enforcing specific legal-political exclusionary measures. Thus, a genealogical approach to datafication unveils the historical and colonial roots of this mechanism and should consider past forms of racialisation that made up undesirable subjects.

2 THE RACIALISED MECHANISMS OF DATAFICATION

The forms of discrimination and exclusion enforced through machine learning have gained traction in literature on algorithmic fairness. Much has been said about how algorithms and datasets reproduce historical and current social and political inequalities [17, 19, 28]. Critical scholarship in this field has examined how automated discrimination is enforced through data, biases and algorithmic codes. Genealogies of datasets in machine learning have been proposed to conceptualise them as infrastructure and analyse how they have been historically created [27, 28, 61]. In this article we engage with this critical and cross-disciplinary literature on datafication, genealogies, machine learning and racial categories that conceptualises racialised mechanisms that underpin datafication and that are strengthened through it. By this, we mean modes of classification of human beings which are predicated on racial features and proxies. Yet, far from being stable these features change over time. Therefore, datafication of human beings — although not all forms of datafication — invisibilises and justifies discriminatory and exclusionary profiling that appear as value-neutral. This paper intervenes in debates about the datafication of mobility showing that the (re)production of hierarchies of mobility in the colony and at the border is paradigmatic of how datafication has been used to enforce racialising processes. In a similar way, we contend that a focus on the border highlights modes of identification through datafication and shows that this latter is not narrowed to matters of algorithmic fairness and discrimination: it is rather about making up racialised subjects. In this respect, we draw on literature that has demonstrated how “race is produced by invisible statistical procedures” [26, p. 2] as well as on scholarship that has retracted the racism that has historically underpinned anthropometry [30, 66].

2.1 The constitutive unfairness of datafication

Datafication as a political mechanism unveils forms of discrimination [75, 78]. However, an exclusive focus on algorithmic fairness ends up de-historicising datafication. In fact, some works have been done to conceptualise norms and values embedded in datasets from an historical perspective proposing a genealogical approach [27, 28]. As Braun and Hummel have remarked, “justice in connection with datafication relates to, but ultimately encompasses more than, solely fairness” [14, p. 1]. The problem with that is twofold. First, a dehistoricised approach prevents us from seeing that the racialised and discriminatory effects of datafication in the age of digitalisation do not constitute radical break or novelty with the past: rather, what is specific of it is the increasing invisibilisation of racialised procedures [26]. Second, it overshadows the partial continuities and the differences between the past and the present; presentism invisibilises that the classification systems and categories used do have specific political-historical origins. More precisely, in relation to datafication, as Hacking has pointed out, it is worth noticing that “many of the modern categories by which we think about people and their activities were put in place by an attempt to collect numerical data” [53, p. 181]. Thus, we concur with Beer about “the need to contextualise our understanding of big data within the history of social statistics. That is to say that we need to place big data within the genealogy of social data of various types” [6, p. 1].

Yet, key elements of datafication, i.e. features and categories, are also systematically used for enforcing discriminatory criteria, although these are often invisibilised. The use of racial categories to feed algorithmic systems has been largely discussed in fairness scholarship [9, 58]. On the one hand, variables representing racial
features are used to measure and evaluate algorithmic discrimination. On the other hand, the use of these variables perpetuates and reifies the concept of race. Therefore, Benthall and Haynes proposed the construction of race-like features through social and spatial segregation to avoid the use of race as such. Yet Denton et al. criticised this approach by arguing that their solution could potentially neglect that race "does exist in the world" and "is socially constructed" [27, p. 503].

While we concur with their critical analysis of racial categories in algorithmic fairness frameworks, we suggest that it is essential to also take into account the racialisation of datafication. Historical and archival investigation on the datafication mechanism used in the colony and at the border showcases the relevance of bringing datafication at the core of a critique towards algorithmic fairness. Throughout the paper we use the term racialisation instead of race, drawing on Hanna et al. who stressed that race is not fixed once for all and it is rather socially constructed [27]. In this respect it is worth clarifying the fact that despite this paper draws on critical scholarship on racial statistics and categories, its main focus is datafication.

2.2 The making of datafied colonial bodies and border crossings

Classification serves to multiply racialised bordering mechanisms and hierarchies of mobility. By focusing on the socio-political context it is possible to grasp how individuals at times manage to dodge, twist or hack modes of identification through datafication [37, 93]. Datafication procedures have been gaining increasing traction in scholarly debates about border controls and migration [4, 7, 63, 70]. This is because datafication of movements plays a key role in migration governance [60]. Indeed, the economy of knowledge production about refugees and migrants is sustained and shaped by datafication processes, that is by turning migrants’ bodies and mobility into data: "what is known, negotiated and targeted as migration is mediated by a plethora of data practices, including registering, enumerating, counting and estimating to storing, cleaning, imputing, extrapolating and anticipating" [76, p. 579]. National frontiers are sites where unruly mobility is subjected to scrutiny, containment and selection also by identification through datafication. However, scholarship on datafication at the border tends to draw attention to the nexus between datafication and discrimination [15, 64] and to warn against the obfuscation of discriminatory procedures enhanced through algorithmic-driven systems [91]. To be of interest to us is the border, conceived not merely as a physical site but also as a multiplier of inequalities and of hierarchies of mobility [71]. As Simone Browne has pointed out, "it is at the border — territorial, epidermal, and digital — a site where certain bodies are cast out and made out of place, that a critical biometric consciousness" could be developed [16, p. 129].

This paper intervenes in debates on the datafication of mobility situating this within a broader colonial genealogy of datafication of undesired racialised subjects, showing that datafication procedures at the border have been historically used for multiplying racialised hierarchies of migrants. Hence, the datafication of migrants’ mobility at the border is part of a broader history of the use of anthropometry and racialised classifications on colonised populations [83].

Classification and identification through datafication enacts data-subjects. This takes place both by extracting data from individuals and using this for creating racialised profiles, and by individualising procedures that assign a given identity to a single person, combining biometric and biographic features [86]. Methodologically, this entails “with the analysis of data practices as objects of research, rather than existing entities and phenomena that are datafied” [76, p. 582]. Instead of asking how colonised subjects or migrants are datafied in the colony and at the border, it is a question of shifting attention towards how individuals have been enacted as “colonised subjects” or “migrants” through identification and classification, which rely on datafying procedures such as fingerprints [82]. Yet, this does not mean that one process follows the other - for instance that migrants are brought into being exclusively through data-driven practices. Rather, it is a matter of registering the mutual interdependence between data practices and subject-making processes, that in turn depends on the historical-political origins of categories [36, 54]. Colonised subjects and migrants are partly enacted as such due to identification through datafication, that is because they are labelled, governed and known as “colonial subjects” or “migrants”. At the same time, not everything is the result of datafication and which subjects fit in some categories (such as refugees) change over time taxonomy is adopted and tailored according to specific socio-political contexts, and as scholars have demonstrated it is used for excluding most from international protection — for instance by distinguishing between “genuine” refugees and migrants — and to multiply hierarchies of undeservingness [22]; likewise, they are re-adapted and re-crafted in response to migrants’ tactics to dodge identification or to twist to their advantage classification systems, in order to obtain for instance the right to stay, as it is the case with the category of vulnerability.

However, by speaking of colonial genealogy of datafication we should be careful in not assuming a substantial continuity between the use of data in the colonies and in the present. That is, if on the one side datafication is grounded in a longstanding history, shaped by colonial knowledge, on the other it is key to attend the partially different functions of datafication through history. Moreover, and relatedly, this paper contends that a critique of datafication should not be exclusively focused on its colonial legacies and, rather, it should encompass how datafication processes are used, as Gray aptly pointed out, for extracting value by multiplying differences [51]. For instance, today datafication at the border is grounded on the biometric theory developed in the 19th-century and reiterates racialised hierarchies of mobility. However, far from being a matter of linear continuity, datafication processes are used to enforce migration laws and policies that target, select and contain border crossers according to criteria different from the past. Second, the core role of private actors in migration governmental-
3 THE COLONIAL LEGACY OF DATAFYING BODIES

Biometrics has been implemented over the last three centuries to identify and verify the identity of subjects. From inked fingerprints to modern facial recognition, body traits are extracted and transformed into data as trustworthy elements of human identity. Despite the attention that biometric systems have recently attracted in current debates on surveillance and migration control, scientific methods have been developed since the 19th-century to datafy and extract patterns of colonised and marginalised subjects by states and empires [65]. In this section we unveil the colonial legacy of biometrics and its datafication by analysing archival material that exposes how anthropomorphic measures were used as a racialisation mechanism.

Through colonisation, Britain extracted resources and imposed ways of governing in other territories, for instance in the Raj [82]. Analogue datafication played a predominant role in this historical context to control and "civilise" the colonial population. The foundations of modern statistics, a theory that is inherited today within machine learning and pattern recognition, were laid in this colonial context [49]. The datafication of human body traces, such as fingerprints and facial profiles, were developed during this era to classify "human races" or identify colonised subjects or criminals. Francis Galton, a Victorian scholar, played a key role in this scenario by fueling biometrics, statistics and anthropomorphic measurements for the making of a "civic" society.

Galton’s career can be split into two phases: (1) geography and (2) human heredity [48, p. 3]. During the first part of his career, Galton travelled to "wild countries" in Africa [46]. As a colonial explorer, he visited slave markets and even felt seduced to purchase Circassian female slaves [48, p. 35]. However, the second period of his life is better well-known. Highly influenced by his cousin, Charles Darwin, Galton was obsessed with the idea of datafying and quantifying human pedigrees and characteristics for classification or identification processes. He coined and founded the field of eugenics “feeling that its principles ought to become one of the dominant motives in a civilised nation” [44, p. 322]. His main goal was to investigate the “making of civic worth in man” by understanding how good heritance traits were transmitted through generations [43].

Datafication, identification and classification mechanisms played an important role in Galton’s work. He studied “the improvement of the human race” through data gathered by the philanthropist and sociologist Charles Booth [42]. Booth analysed poverty rates in London by classifying streets and social classes based on urban visible characteristics [12]. He proposed different dubious associations between social class and colour categories to produce a map of poverty based on these observations.7 Questionably, “the lowest class, vicious and semi-criminals” were grouped into the black category — not surprisingly — while “the upper-middle, upper class and wealthy” were grouped into the yellow one. Galton used Booth’s datafication of socio-economic subjects and its racialised classification to prove that the inheritance of the social class to which parents belong is inherited following the statistical Normal distribution. Under the assumption that better societies are made of “talent” individuals and that “the brains of the nation lie in the higher of our classes” [42, p. 661], Galton claimed that the improvement of human race relied on “granting diplomas to a select class of young men and women, by encouraging their intermarriages, by hastening the time of marriage of women of that high class, and by provision for rearing children healthily” [42, p. 663]. In other words, Galton advocated for the promotion of marriages between upper class individuals — and “the younger the woman the better” — as they pass on the “talent” genes to their offsprings. He justified his theory through the use of data, science and statistical methods now widely used in machine learning. However, neither Galton nor Booth realised at that time that what it was demonstrated was a well-known sociological theory: privileged classes have more access to resources such as education, rather than having “talent” genes or being “smarter” [21].

Galton and his disciple Karl Pearson, established the scientific grounds of biometrics and modern statistics. Motivated by the study of natural inheritance and human characteristics, Galton collected large amounts of biometric data in the Anthropometric Laboratory that they founded at the UCL. Galton was profoundly inspired by William Herschel, a civil servant at the Raj who collected fingerprints of colonised subjects to avoid personation [56] and Henry Faulds who is considered the founder of fingerprint identification and collected fingerprints of Japanese and other nationalities for ethnology classification [34].

Through meticulous and manual analysis of thousands of fingerprints, Galton aimed at indexing and describing patterns on the fingerprints of subjects. Through a deep examination on thousands of fingerprints, Galton proposed to classify fingerprints taking into account symmetries, slopes, whorls and loops for the only reason of classifying human races through these symbols (see Figure 1). Following these classification guidelines, Galton transformed inked fingerprints in data and tables that categorised fingerprints through patterns and codes which could be considered a manual datafication process of fingerprint indexing. In the words of Dongus: “Galton’s system is an early form of pattern recognition” [29] and without a doubt, his work could be considered the forerunner of today’s pattern recognition in biometrics.

Galton was interested in classifying human races through these patterns. In Fingerprints, he wrote a whole chapter on “Races and Classes”. He fingerprinted and manually extracted patterns of “English, pure Welsh, Hebrew, and Negro”; also some Basques’ individuals which we had access to at the archives [40, p. 192]. There, we also observed that he collected fingerprints of other human categories such as idiots9 (see Figure 2). After printing 2,082 individuals and quantifying the number of patterns on each supposed race, Galton
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7Term that refers to the British colonising rule in India from 1858 to 1947.
8Wild countries is an expression used by Galton in his notes and it is even used in the title of his book. We, the authors, reproduce this expression to show and emphasize the pejorative vocabulary used at that time by scientists.
9See: Charles Booth’s map at https://booth.lse.ac.uk/map/16/-0.0173/51.4994/100/1 (Last accessed December, 14 2022).
10Note that this word was explicitly used by Francis Galton during his work. We do not comply with this expression, as we consider it a deeply offensive term.
11Idem.
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Alphabetical registers are of little service, owing to the paucity of different names, and afterwards recognised, is very great” [40, p. 150].

and the difficulty of recording the description of an individual, so that he may be of hair, eyes, and complexion of the Indian races renders identification far from easy, characterised by a strange amount of litigiousness, wiliness and unveracity” [40, p. 118].

features are not readily distinguished by Europeans; and in many cases they are persons of other races is seriously felt. The natives are mostly unable to sign; their in Egypt, owing to the various ways in which a man fairly describes himself” [41, p. 119]. Galton also explored secondary means of anthropomorphic identification such as human profiles. Absorbed by the idea of datafying the human body, he proposed a formula based on anthropological measurement of the nose, lips and the curve of the chin. In Nature, Galton claimed that the use of numerical values is more appropriate than “vague adjectives” [45, p. 127] (see Figure 3). Thus, the use of this datafication mechanism, Galton argued, could enhance police investigations and criminal identifications through a numerical catalogue of criminal profiles – rather than qualitative descriptions.

This archival research showcases that racialised mechanisms of datafication procedures through fingerprints began at the colony to rule the colonised. In the words of Simon A. Cole “the British contribution to the development of fingerprinting occurred not at home but abroad” [20]. Galton, the scientist that found the roots of modern statistics and was tempted to buy female slaves during his travels, strongly advocated for the use of biometrics as means of a trustworthy identification mechanism to be imposed on colonised subjects deemed to be “deceitful” and “wiliness”. This practice was then extended to other undesirable subjects at home such as prisoners. Moreover, this archive brings evidence of the connection between science, racism and the British empire through the datafication of human bodies that began at the colony and was extended to the birth of eugenics. In the 19th-century, datafication of bodies and other socio-economic features were instrumentalised by scientists and states by imposing their despotic theories and rules to govern undesirable and marginalised subjects [50]. In Koopman’s words: “data became tethered to conceptions of discoverable fact and demonstrable knowledge” [61, p. 178]. An effect that undoubtedly resonates with nowadays large-scale biometric databases for migration control in the European border regime.

4 GENEALOGIES OF IDENTIFICATION TECHNOLOGIES AT THE BORDER

The French-Italian border has historically been a key crossing point and since 1861, when the frontier between France and Italy was established, it progressively became a highly policed frontier. Illegalised border crossers from different nationalities started to be systematically identified and classified by the French police at the Italian border in the late 1920s and in a more robust way in the late 1930s with the arrival of Jewish escapees from Eastern Europe. Here we draw on archival records stored in the Archive of Maritime Alps in Nice to retrace how the unauthorised border crossers were datafied at the border, after being stopped by the French police. The unauthorised border crossers at that time were Italian fugitives (communists, socialists, partisans), Italian workers without permit to expatriate, Jewish refugees (1938-1941) and, in the 1950s and 1960s, political dissidents from Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary |
Figure 3: Galton challenged the accuracy of descriptive methods to identify criminals. In 1910, he introduced a method to quantify human profiles: “The replacement in all scientific work by numerical values, in the place of vague adjectives, is again of first class importance”. Source: [45, pp. 127–129].

Poland and Yugoslavia [55]. Later on, in the late 1970s, the first migrants from North African countries and from the Middle East had been found by French police as well as by both Italian and French mountain rescuers [72]. Importantly, the possibilities of tracing a genealogy of datafication depends on the data that French authorities collect and extracted from unauthorised border crossers and, therefore, is a partial and incomplete one. Indeed, as it is the case at any frontier, many migrants were not detected by the police and, therefore their passage does not appear in any archive [84]; and, at the same time, it is a genealogy of datafication that unavoidably relies on modes of “seeing like a state” [81], since it is based on state-practices of datafying mobility at the border. In this respect, for the purpose of this paper, it is worth noticing that police practices of racialisation through classification do have a consolidated colonial genealogy in France - both in the colonies and in France, towards former colonised populations, such as Algerians [5, 11]. Hence, a genealogical approach foregrounds historical partial continuities between racialisation through datafication at the border and in the urban (post)colonial space [73].

As illustrated in the picture below, the datafication of unauthorised border crossers conducted by the French police in the last century was quite similar to the current procedure. Indeed, the identification form filled in by French police officers included personal data of migrants, (name, nationality, gender, age, among others), their declared final destination and reasons for coming to France and their inked fingerprints. Nowadays fingerprints at the border are usually taken with digital scanners, and not on paper. Usually when migrants are pushed back to Italy they are fingerprinted by the Italian police but not by the French authorities. This is because these latter adopt a practice of not-recording, in order not to be responsible for their asylum application, and they are only given an expulsion order on paper, called refus d’entrée, that contains basic personal information - such as name, nationality, age, gender, documents held and the reason why entrance to France was denied [87].

In the 1950s, French authorities produced both monthly statistics related to the unauthorised entry of people from Yugoslavia and from Eastern Europe and detailed files related to individual cases - which often included migrants’ stories, their routes and information about smuggling networks used. It can be argued that the lack of digitalised identification technology - such as digital biometric systems - rendered necessary a more exhaustive verbalisation than nowadays when comparable detailed information about migrants can be found only in asylum application files.

A close reading of missives and letters exchanged between local and national authorities and police officers, stored in the archives enables analysing “along the archival grains” [84]. More precisely, it allows unveiling what happened behind the scenes and in between the folds of states’ diplomacy and inter-state bilateral agreements. By drawing attention to archival records that report how fugitives were classified, it becomes possible to reconstruct broader inter-state histories and geopolitical contexts. In one of the many letters exchanged in 1938 between French authorities about the increasing number of Jewish who enter the French territory from Italy, the Ministry of the Interior warned the Prefect of Maritime Alps about the importance of “assuring an effective surveillance of the French-Italian border”. In order to enforce it, the French government “restricted the access to the territory to a certain number of crossing points, on the basis of geographical conditions” and ordered to surveil both roads and mountain paths. What was the
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United Kingdom, France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands,
comprising the so-called "Inner Eight," could enter France without
while the others — like French, Belgian, and Italian citizens —
enter general citizens and refugees. As the historian Jean Pierre
reason of such governmental worry? Between 1938 and 1940 Ital-
and as Jews who were coming from other countries (Germany, Austria and Poland, in particular), were trying
to reach France and claim asylum there. In order to further hamper
the legal entry of fugitive Jewish into France, at the start of 1938
the French government imposed the obligation for German and
Austrian citizens to get a visa, together with their passport. Later
that year, the same obligation was enforced on Italian citizens. Thus,
first, France did not simply start to classify and criminalise migrants:
the making of illegalised migrants was the result of decrees and
laws enforced by the French government for regaining control over
bodies out of place. Second, the increasing governmental anxiety
towards Jewish migration did not turn into a mere sharp division
between natives (French citizens) and migrants (foreigners).

Rather, a hierarchy of undesired mobility and presence was cre-
ated by differentiating the legal requirements that people had to
comply with in order to enter France legally: while Austrian, Ger-
man and Italians had to obtain a French visa in addition to the
passport, for other European nationals — like British, Danish, Por-
taguese, Swedish and Dutch — only the passport was required, and
for others — like Swiss and Belgian citizens — an ID card was suf-
cient to enter the French territory. Later on, in the 1960s, French
authorities could not push back Yugoslav citizens because they
destroyed their passports before crossing the border. In this regard,
it is worth reporting what a missive of the French police from 1966
said: "it seems that many people who enter France through the
crossing point along the coast, from Ventimiglia, while they wait
to fill in the form at the custom, and taking advantage of the usual
long queues, seize the opportunity to get rid of their passport by
throwing it into the public toilet of the custom office [...]. And
yet, it seems difficult to constantly monitor that public toilet; the
only solution turns out to be shutting down the public toilet in the
custom office, but this would raise complaints".

Nevertheless, datafication of undesired mobility at the border
should not lead us to conclude that state authorities conduct exhaus-
tive controls and registration practices. On the contrary, both nowa-
days and in the past this is characterised by partial non-recording
and non-registration [74]. This is because of migrants who manage
to eschew border checks as well as because of states dodging legal
and political responsibilities, as it is the case today with the Dublin
Regulation, that determines which member state is in charge of
examining an asylum application. In order to establish this, member
states are obliged to fingerprint migrants upon entry and to store
their biometric data in a European database called Eurodac. The
goal of such data storing is not only to determine the identity of
the person here and now but also to be able to do it in the future,
irrespective of the actual physical presence at that moment, the
state responsible to assess their asylum claim. Eurodac stores
fingerprints of border crossers by classifying them into five categories:
(1) asylum-seekers, (2) unauthorised entry, (3) unauthorised stay,
(4) and (5) terrorists and criminals [31]. Overall, the amount of
information, stories and data collected by national authorities at
the French-Italian border in the last century could be seen as an
antecedent of contemporary digitalised migration databases. Simi-
larly, a genealogy of datafication at the border suggests that the
difference between analogue and digital datafication is not a matter
of a neat watershed [23]: in fact, migrants were fingerprinted in the
last century as they are now, while what is noteworthy is the use
of analogue and digital systems to perform the same task (extract
biometric data). This pushes us to question analyses that speak
of datafication of mobility at the border as a recent phenomenon.
Indeed, we argue, it is key not to replicate a presentist view on
datafication: as the historian Adam McKeown has pointed out, the
emergence of border controls in the 19th-century went in parallel
with, and has been consolidated through, the development of "pho-
tography, fingerprinting and anthropometric measurement" [68].
The datafication of different unauthorised migrants at the French-
Italian frontier as much as at other borders, has been a crucial
component for the formation and consolidation of the European
border regime. The archival records of the French police we found
did not classify unauthorised border crossers on the basis of race
categories. And, yet, as we illustrate in this paper, racialisation
through datafication takes place (also) by classifying individuals
for determining their right to access the territory and stay — on
the basis of their nationality, reasons for coming and job.

5 DISCUSSION

Identification and classification through datafication have histori-
cally been necessary to nation states, as John Torpey has retraced,
to "develop the capacity to embrace their own citizens" and to ex-
proportionate from people "the legitimate means of movement" [88]. As
scholars have shown, the census became the primary form of datafi-
cation to classify and identify populations over centuries [52, 61].

Figure 5: Example of datafication process at the French-
Italian border in 1959: alongside individual identification
forms, the French police used to make a list of migrants read-
mitted to Italy and of those readmitted to France by Italian
authorities. Source: Departmental Archives of Maritime Alps
(Nice, France).
Identification and classification through datafication have consolidated as mechanisms for reproducing “structural violence” [47] and racialised hierarchies among citizens, as well as between citizens and foreigners [67]. Datafication has been historically enforced by nation states to identify undesirable and deceitful subjects and to make them reliable and knowledgeable [41]. This is nowadays strengthened through the use of large-scale systems implemented at the border to control migration and to block people on the move [10, 85].

As Chun argues “there are many similarities between 20th-century eugenics and 21st-century data analytics” [19, p. 66]. At the border, we have observed that datafication procedures have not substantially changed over time. For instance, as illustrated earlier in the paper, identification procedures used by the French police at the French-Italian border in the last century are partly similar to the ones adopted nowadays, if we consider the data collected from migrants. Moreover, fingerprints were taken at that time as they are now, with the difference that today border authorities might use digital systems. Mirroring Galton’s archive at the colony brings us another example of quantitative continuity in the narrative. The alleged trustworthiness of fingerprints in contrast to the deceitful narrative of colonised subjects still underpins the ways in which authorities justify the use of biometrics at the border to control migration nowadays. The hierarchy of truthfulness imposes science, and more specifically biometrics, over the narrative of the colonised or the migrant [4].

Overall, despite datafication contributes to the racialisation of subjects, both states and private actors posit the neutrality and objectivity of datafying procedures. Yet, datafication of bodies has drastically evolved since Galton as a result of technological innovation in computing and, in particular, in biometrics. Since the development of architectural processing units, such as GPUs, that undoubtedly accelerated the computational power allowing the storage of millions of data traces and the design of algorithms to process this amount of data, states have been investing large amounts of public resources on these innovative technologies at the border for the sake of efficiency and security [89].

As Galloway illustrates “the digital organises technologies, bodies, and societies” [38, p. 232]. Devices that digitalise fingerprints, biometric databases that store more than 5.8 million fingerprints [32] and efficient biometric systems that automatically match similar fingerprints through deep learning algorithms have been a paradigm shift since Galton, Herschel and Faulds. However, is it only a matter of quantitative shift or has the advent of big data generated also a qualitative shift in datafication? [6] Scholars have stressed that “the turn to data collection and algorithmic decision-making is therefore not simply a question of quantity – being able to process more information at a faster speed. It is also a qualitative shift that shapes reality and political subjects” [70, p. 8]. A focus on identification practices at the border foregrounds the apparently marginal qualitative shifts that digital datafication has triggered. First, we contend, the quantitative shift we discussed above has led to some qualitative shifts, which concern the goals and the effects of classification: datafication and algorithmic-driven systems have facilitated the production of profiles of risk, based on the collection of huge amounts of data, abstracting from individualisation. In other words, datafication has fostered abstraction processes to create categories and profiles of risk from the combination of individual-based features that stem from multiple data extraction procedures [1, 3]. For instance, datafication and biometric systems are nowadays key components in knowledge production about migration [76]; and the knowledge that they contribute to generate is mainly in terms of categories of risk.

A case in point is represented by the European Travel Information and Authorisation System (ETIAS) which is planned to be implemented in 2024, officially “created to identify security, irregular migration or high epidemic risks posed by visa-exempt visitors travelling to the Schengen State” [15]. This system is set to work on the basis of different risk indicators that will be used to screen travellers and decide whether they could be granted the ETIAS authorisation. The risk indicators will include “age range, sex, nationality, country and city of residence or birth, level of education achievement, as well as current employer or occupation”. These risk indicators will enact modes of proxy discrimination, that is by using categories that indirectly could be the markers of race (such as nationality), gender (sexual orientation), ethnicity (such as city of residence or nationality) and class (such as work/occupation). Hence, algorithmic datafication enforces new modes of discrimination based on factors that work as indirect indicators and markers, and that are the result of recombinant identities. Second, algorithmic datafication is eminently future-oriented: this is particularly glaring in the field of migration governance, where migrants’ mobility is datafied at the border not only for identification purposes but also for generating digital traces of the person and for keeping track of it in the future. By drawing attention to continuities and shifts between analogue and digital datafication algorithmic discrimination and racial variables appear as part of a broader spectrum of racialising classifications and exclusionary mechanisms enforced through datafication. Relatedly, a genealogical approach showcases the pitfalls of analyses which are exclusively centred on algorithmic (un)fairness, given that datafication as such is used — and has been used in history — by states for enacting and justifying hierarchies of political and racial subordination.

6 CONCLUSION

Classification criteria “become more visible, they break down or become objects of contention” [13, p. 2]. Along these lines, this paper has drawn attention to the racialisation mechanisms that datafication has historically generated. Indeed, datafication processes did not start with the rise of digitalisation, artificial intelligence or big data although it is not a matter of a full continuity between past and present. On the contrary, a genealogical approach has highlighted

---

14Biometric efficiency is arguable from a critical perspective. The implementation and functioning of large-scale biometric systems in real life involve a large mobilisation of resources that brings into question the effective efficiency of the whole procedure. For instance, the EU has postponed several times the implementation of a new biometric system at the border due to technical and logistic reasons. See: https://www.biometricupodate.com/2022111/eu-border-biometric-checks-in-uk-likely-to-be-delayed (Last accessed April 12, 2023).


partial continuities and shifts between analogue and digital datafication and how this latter contributes to make up racialised subjects and profiling. As our archival research has shown, colonial subjects and migrants have been historically racialised by dataying their names, date of births, gender, nationalities and even fingerprints or face profiles. While the British empire extracted fingerprints to avoid personification of colonised subjects in the Raj, the French police datified unauthorised border crossers. Since the exclusionary processes it brings into being are not narrowed to algorithmic unfairness, racial categories or automated discrimination, it is key to expose the multiple racialising mechanisms that datafication enforces in the name of science, objectivity, and value-neutral features. Racialisation through datafication is historically enshrined in the very functioning of anthropometry [30].

Alongside unpacking how racialisation is enacted through datafication, our genealogical approach invites the FAccT community to move beyond a techno-focused critique of algorithmic (un)fairness and to situate the analysis on bias and discrimination within a broader account of the exclusionary laws and policies that datafication is used for by states. Indeed, a genealogy in the colony and at the border foregrounds that racialising mechanisms, not narrowed to race-based features, are enshrined in classification; this implies that there cannot be a non-discriminatory datafication about human mobility given that datafication is used for multiplying historical hierarchies of access to movement and rights. Thus, this paper does not offer policy recommendations, nor does it endorse a problem-solving approach. On the contrary, it suggests that instead of focusing (exclusively) on criticising algorithmic bias to discuss how injustices are produced through socio-technical systems, critical scholars should reverse the standpoint by scrutinising how specific datafication mechanisms are put in place to enforce exclusionary legal-political measures and that are rooted in history. In other words, in the place of asking “how to design fair algorithms at the border?” or “how to unbiased biometrics?” [90], we should rather ask “which racialising legal-political measures does datafication strengthen?”.
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